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Özlem. Brown-eyed medusa. She dances like each ligament has its own life; a tiny 

wire of electricity. She says she’s a witch. She receives calls in the middle of the 

night to heal stray cats. She is a clairvoyant, she says, and there is some magic 

about her person. Her paintings spill tentacles and splayed limbs across 

landscapes of orange hills, cascades and currents in infinity pools trapped in 

vaginal vortexes. Her flat is a jungle of cacti and hanging vines. In the summer she 

grows tomatoes and sunflowers; during the winter she makes pickles and cures 

olives. She presses oil from thyme, and puts it on her hair and arms. 

Özlem is an erotica artist from Ankara. She has no money. She has detached 

herself from any contract of wage labour. They say she’s crazy. Everyone says she 

is the crazy neighbour. What they mean by this is, she’s a radical creature. She is 

defined by resisting the burdens which fall either side of irreverence. And if the 

embodiment of a witch is a healer, or a woman who represents a threat to the 

capitalist system, she is one. 



She practices bondage. She makes intricate knots and ties people up. She ties their 

wrists together, their arms behind their back, their feet against their ass, their wrists 

to their feet. She learnt how to do this in Japan but has honed the craft in Istanbul 

through fervent practicing long into the night. Bound bodies are trapped to their 

shadows, their reflections. She makes performances out of bondage. In one 

performance she wrapped her body in black masking tape which the hands of 

other men and women tore off in an increasing frenzy. Her body writhed, hair 

bound in curled tentacles, parts of her body illuminated in flashes of light and 

sweat as it came free. There was something tranquil in her movement and in the 

lines of her flesh contorted by the black lines and shadow figures pressed around 

her. She was publicly asserting control, and this made her fluid. Her drawings are 

bold lines which curve without break. We are grotesque–– those features which 

interact publicly (lips, hands, feet) are heavy with transactions. There’s an 

accumulation of bodies and genitalia, reproduced again and again. When she 

draws sex she captures the long-held pause. The catch of desire. It might grow 

uncontrolled but in those lines she gives us some respite from the pain of indefinite 

suspension.  

She lives in Tarlabaşı neighbourhood in Istanbul because it’s cheap. That’s why 

most people live there, except for the construction workers who stay in the flat 

opposite hers only while they paint the building from rich auburn to grey. From her 

window she can see them slumped over phones in their bunk-beds, wife-beaters 

and grey socks pulled high, no talking. They have no choice other than to rest in 

the nest of their labour. Next to them, the gypsy family screams all hours; one 

disembodied hairy arm jaunts out of the window with a smoking fag. Their home is 

pastel pink, inside the television cycles through fire, bombs, breasts, and cartoons. 

In early September, the wife hangs sliced aubergines out on string to dry in the sun 

and, on other days, washing. His coarse shouts, like the croaks of squatting toads 

fat in the heat, carry down to the street. They mingle with calls of overweight young 

boys crying to their mothers in the apartments above 

During Bayram holidays the loud cracks of small torpil’s thrown by children fray the 

tempers of residents already on edge. Windows are flung open on either side, half 

the street stares out onto the boys below. Özlem is the one to scream down at 

them to stop. The boys obey because they know Özlem. She buys them 

watermelon during Bayram and talks with them for hours about the spiritual energy 



of the birds and cats and dogs. Everyone calls their thanks across to her from up, 

down and across. Peace resumes, but not for long. The community is visible to 

itself but not cohesive, or only cohesive in snatched fragments. 

All lives intermingle in one path or another, directly or indirectly, in ways sought or 

otherwise. The flat across the hall from hers was broken into five times, the double 

lock on the door forced. On a Monday holiday her elderly neighbour delivered the 

news while washing the stairway.  

“This morning a thief came to the flat at sunrise. My sister was making tea”.  

She speaks between scrubbing soapy water on sunlit stone.  

“My sister asked the thief ‘What are you doing?’ He was so surprised, he just turned 

around and left.” 

“What an idiot.” 

She finishes cleaning and points out that all the other apartments in the block had 

been burgled except Özlem’s before slipping back down the stairs to her own 

home.  

Özlem knows the thieves. They helped her carry a wardrobe upstairs once. They 

know when she goes out, they know when she is in. They know she is crazy, they 

know she’d get mad at them. They know she has nothing. When her portable oven 

breaks she carries it elegantly through the market stalls on her head, weaving 

through the sellers, to hand it with a flourish to the same young men, a social 

contract to be signed for approval. They sit slumped in their chairs in a circle, eyes 

on phones, ears on Özlem, as the electrician examines the oven.  

“Is this the only equipment you have in your flat?” they ask casually. 

“Yes, yes, I’m very poor, I have nothing except this and a fridge.” 

Every morning Özlem twists her body into a ribbed knot and then slowly unfurls 

each limb to return it to its original position. One morning after practicing the ritual 

she leaves the house early so she can walk to a performance. The main street 

which arrows down the hill in Tarlabaşı is being dug up, full of dust and rubble and 

overturned vegetable boxes, pock-marked like the moon. People pick their way 

through in a half daze as if waking from a dream. It will be replaced by wider 



walkways, which will try to cover up the memory of dispossessions and social 

injustices which have happened here. History revolves like grain in the mill but the 

sparks continue to illuminate rituals of violence. Özlem glides up the rubble, past a 

Kurdish man kneeling in a pool of salt water at the bottom of steps leading down to 

a basement, pulling mussels from their shells. They will be sold on the street by 

young men, one lira for a big mussel, 50 kuruş for small. He is the man feeding that 

pipeline, hours of shucking for one cheap hit, hair wet with sweat.  

She is a healer. She mothered a fallen baby swallow, Aleg, for one month, before it 

died of a heart broken by captivity. It lived in a wooden basket that hung from her 

mirror and ate small cubes of raw meat. She went everywhere with it - on the ferry, 

to the shops, to a job interview, to parties. She paraded it up and down the 

vegetables and greens of the Sunday market, clinging to her breast like a distortion 

of the Madonna and Child. After some weeks she started encouraging it to fly, 

throwing it gently from chairs and catching it as it struggled to unfurl baby wings. 

She took it to the highest point close to her flat, a small mosque overlooking the 

boulevard. She threw it into the air once, twice, three times. The wings never 

opened and each time she had to catch the falling baby. It died three days later. 

She buried it in a pot on the balcony, surrounded by tokens of luck for its next bird-

life – a Japanese amulet for protection, a peacock feather, some marbles. Maybe 

there is a particular kind of heartbreak which comes from never having opportunity 

in life; from catching the wind of freedom without ever being carried away. 

She takes a bulldog for daily walks in a space outfit and returns with bandaged 

hands. His name is Cesur: Brave in Turkish. He lives on the box roof at the top of her 

apartment, his cries echoing down the vault in the building. Özlem boils bones for 

him in the kitchen. In a heavy thunderstorm, she found a wounded turtle dove 

resting on an electricity box, her bloodied wing broken and ragged. Özlem tucked 

the bird to her dry breast and tended her wounds. She channels everything. She 

holds it, scrutinises it and tries to release it. This is often impossible. Layers of other 

beings’ hurts and pleasures accumulate and are released as cutting sparks 

released in rage. She can wound people deeply.  

As she continues to walk up the hill she passes a new cafe with floral wreaths 

standing to attention outside. The name of a former mafia boss, known for his ultra-

nationalist views of pan-Turkism, is spelled out in white and blood red carnations. 

Groups of fascists march in the streets here at night but they cannot control these 



spaces. There is nothing bounded here to control, instabilities nest one atop the 

other and fall away to nothing. One evening Özlem had a fight with a mafia lord on 

the street corner about her cat. The cat had fallen from her window and he falsely 

told her he had watched her die and buried her body. The fury Özlem directed at 

the man, the pure rage of being baldly lied to by one whose status ensured 

impunity, released itself in an electric cascade of noise so startling it created a 

myth. The woman with enough anger to subdue authority. Her anger cuts through 

her being and leaves in its wake the memory of something entirely different.  

Özlem works. She fixes things, grows things, gives emotional support to men, 

women, lovers and animals. She lives along a sharp edge, but she shares 

everything. In the summer she drops cherries and mulberries into the palms of 

mothers nursing children on the street. Possessions enter and leave her life without 

leaving an imprint.  

Her neighbours are mothers who cast webs of stories to each other in the early 

hours, layered voices rising and falling in the night like silvered water. Sometimes 

they call out to their young sons on the street, cries which elongate as if crossing 

the sea. Lines of desire run like threads through the streets. Capital moves in spirals 

and circles, transactions happen in cracks, a group of clowns entertain children, 

circling, cavorting. There are celebrations for soldiers leaving for conscription, loud 

bangs and flares and human bodies thrown high into the night sky in celebration. 

During one celebration the eyes of a pair of secret lovers met across the street. 

Power collapsed in on itself.  

She walks past some women on the street, eyes black with thick eyeliner, selling 

seeds for birds, cheating small children. They are her tarot cards, they do not add 

up to something easily understandable. She walks past children creating light from 

bubbles, flower sellers selling promises, workers selling time. She walks past a blind 

man. He looks her in the eyes and asks her, “Are you what you were, or are you 

what you are now?” 

Özlem is an orphan. When she was five years old the brothers of her mother 

murdered her father in Germany, at the behest of her maternal grandmother. Her 

mother committed suicide in front of her, unable to live in a world where blood 

dominates love and life exists in the shadow of empty hatred. Özlem lives in a 



space of disconnection where justice has been silently betrayed. But love forges 

strange alchemies which endure.  

Music spills out of the windows. A woman’s voice sings out from decades ago “I am 
at the end of the street, At four in the morning, People are dreaming sweetly, But I 
am suffering from you.” It fills the air with honey. People’s movements, already 

slowed by the digging up of the street, are slowed further by the sticky weight of 

her sorrows. Now they’re pushing against someone else’s memory which is a 

shadow of their own and which rushes in their ears and quietens the energy in their 

bodies. They continue struggling up the hill together as ghosts hang around them, 

the movements of their limbs falling in line so they look like an army of 

sleepwalkers. 

Özlem’s moods flit, they’re not easy to catch. She walks past a joke stall perched 

precariously on the hill. It sells fake sugar lumps, blue stain chewing gum, plastic 

spiders. A row of plastic men open their trench coats to flash the audience when 

someone claps their hands. A former soldier runs the stall. Maybe he fought in the 

same lands that the people living in these streets were displaced from. Özlem 

greets him with a clap of her hands. A row of gyrating penises display themselves 

to the street.  
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